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Academic Dishonesty

Speaking for Profit

Allegations Unfou nded
national exam, which was administered on campus April 7.
Part of thecontroversy stemmed
The Biology Department has from the Biology department's alfound academic dishonesty allega- lowing the senior student in questions against a female senior Biol- tion to take the test three days late.
ogy major completely unfounded, The student was granted the delay
according to Department Chair because she was looking at graduArthur Champlin.
ate schools over the weekend, she
Champlin said that he became told the Echo.
aware of the allegations last week
"I did not get a copy of the
and immediately conferred with exam,"the senior told the Echo last
each, of the nine Biology depart- week. "I did not see the questions
ahead of time. I took the exam just
ment members.
"We agreed without any ques- like everybody else. I don't think
tion whatsoever that there is abso- that is academic dishonesty."
lutely no substance to the suggesWhile investigating the incident
tion," said Champlin. 'To us, this is before the Biology Department had
no longer an issue."
cleared the allegations, the Echo
Champlin said the alleged inci- acted on a tip from an anonymous
dentinvolved the Biology Compre- male caller and contacted two other
hensive Tests, a two question, five students allegedly involved in the
and one-half hour, standardized incident. One denied any knowlBy Deborah Puller
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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edge of the situation and another
declined comment.
Sincethe exam is a.national standardized test and not associated
with a particular Biology course,
Champlin said that, had the student been found guilty, the department would not have been able to
follow Student handbook guidelines for possible punishment procedure. There are no procedures in
the handbook for academic dishonesty surrounding standardized testing.
Champlin said all seniors are
asked totakethetest andtheresults
are recorded on each student'stranscript.
"I'm very happy with what we
decided," Champlin said. "We
looked at the matter very
thoroughly/'Q

Beating Eating Disorders
By Sarah Longden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Thereis a secretthatmanyColby
studentshavewhichismakingtheir
> lives miserable - many Colby
;N students suffer eating disorders.
il
Thinking back to high school
years, can you remember a certain
problem you might have had that
you were convinced would simply
disappear as soon as you got to
college?
According
to
Patty
Hopperstead , one of the health
center therapists,-this was thebelief
of many women who suffer from
eating disorders , Hopperstead
counsels many Colby women who

have disorders like anorexia,
bulimia,over-eating, or the inability
to maintain a proper diet.

Patty Hopperstead
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Most of these women developed
eating disorders in high school and
thought perhaps , their problem
would go away with the arrival of
college.
However,in adjusting to college

life,eating-disordersof-women-have
remained and have, in many cases,
magnified.
This secret affects a much larger
female part of the Colby population
than most people would guess. As
with many other health issues, one
road to improvement or recovery is
the self-help of a support group.
Hopperstead ,reali_ingtheneed
at Colby for some type of
organization has formed a support
group for women with eating
disorders. Two women from the
Colby faculty have assisted
Hopperstead in forming the group.
The women meet once a week
for one hour and have a group
discussion. Hopperstead finds that
thegroup atmosphere breaks down
barriers of isolation becau se there is

Students Clash With
Locals At Cham pions
By Kathleen McKiernan
NEWS EDITOR
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An altercation between Colby students
andlocalresideiusatChampionsnighUcIub
drew six Waterville police cruisers to the
scene last week, but was "no big deal/'
according to the club's manag er.
"It wasn't a real giant fight,"said George
Gushing, manager of Champions and
Studio I Hn Elm Plafca, "FivoOr six punches
were landed arid there worelO orl2pcople
pushing and shoving ,"
Gushing said,ho called Watorvillo Police
when the fight started just after 12:30 P.M.,
but the disturbance was over by the time
police arrived. No arrests wore mad e and
Gushing said the only damage was three
broken ashtrays, two broken glasses, and
"'a couple of bruised egos." Gushing said
cmecustpmcr sustained a bloody nose,but

no other injuries were reported,
Witnesses said last Wednesday's fight
was closer to a "brawl,
"Even people who weren't involved
Were getting pushed around," said Susan
Kachen '90. "Tables were thrown ourway,
and blood was smeared over people's
clothes."
The '.fight occurred on the same night
tha t t hes LCA sanc ti ons were announced ,
bu t Gushing said he didn 't think the
incident was fraternity related.
"Some kids from the frat were there,
but I don't think what's going on at the
schopl had anything to do with it," ho said ,
"The school has the fea r of;God into them
for getting into trouble downtown. They
don't want the aggravation."
"Those kids that come in here are all
good kids. Wc never have any problems.
Every Springyouhave problems/' Gushing
said, "As they say, boys will be boys/'Q
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p hoto by Robyn Closer

Speaking on the future of idealism, senior Roman Azanza won first
p rize in last Thursday 's Louise Coburn Prize SpeaMng Contest.
Azanza beat out 7 other contestants and grabbed $200 for his effort .
a common problem.
"It p rovides an unstructured,
relaxed atmosphere where the
women themselves set the tone,"
she said. The women share their
thoughts and this helps them to
continue the process of accepting
the fact that they have a problem.
Hopperstead said that the
support group has been extremely
helpful to many Colby women, but
she feels that the number of women

in the group does not reflect the
number of women with eating
disorders at Colby.
The support group will reorganize in the fall with several
informational
sessions.
Hopperstead hopes these sessions
will help more women become
comfortable with accepting the fact
that they have a problem and help
these women lead healthier lives.Q

Slip-Up Identifies Authors
By Kathleen McKiernan
NEWS EDITOR

A number of the students who wrote
letters to President William R. Cotter
concerning
the
sanctions against the
members of Lambda
Chi Al pha were
surprised last week to
find their letters were
inadvertently kept less
than confidential .
Much loss.
In an initial packet
of
the
letters
distributed to various
groupson campus, the
au t hors' names wore Dean Earl Smith
not effect!vcly blacked
out.
The nam es were crossed ou t wit h a black
marker,butin manycases were clearly visible
when looked at closely or held up to the light.

"I feel terrible about it," said Dean of the
College Earl Smith, The names "weren't
properly de-identificd."
Smith said he blacked out the names with
a permanent marker, but when the letters
were d up licated the
names were made
semi-legible again. In
the rush to get the
packets to the hallstaff,
faculty members and
others involved in
advising President
Cotter on sanctions,noone noticed that the
names could be
identi fied,accord ing to
Caro l
We l ch ,
Echo file photo A d m i n i s t r a t i v e
Assistant to President
Cotter.
"No-one in duplication alerted us to the
fact permanent marker would show
tetters Continued On Page 10

Kissed
Forum
Gets
Heated
Lots Of Talk, No Conclusions
permitted to hold closed meetings,
according the Deans of Office.
"As a general rule all
educational or recreational events,
funded by Colby and held on public
Many strong opinions were grounds, should be open to
voiced - at times heatedly - during everyone," said ProfessorG.Calvin
last week's Freedom of Association Mackenzie during his remarks.
and Non-discrimination forum.
Brief statementswere givenby,
Professor Debra Campbell,
Mackenzie, and head of the
Women's Group Erin Coyle '91,.at
the beginning of the forum-. Each
speakerfelt that in certain situations
closed meetings were appropriate,
but that meetings should generally
be open.
Campbell and Coyle both
stressed that private meetings are
important in allowing groups with
common beliefs to support each
other.
These brief statements were
j
photo
hy
Rabun.
Closer
followed
by90 minutes of questions
x, taa
s 3
Ana
R.
Kissed r
and opinions from the lively
The forum, prompted by Ana audience of over eighty students
R. Kissed's campus appearance and administrators.
which excluded men, was
Some of the pointsraised were:
organized by the Dean of Faculty's isitmoreimportanttoprovideopen
Office to discuss if certain sub- access or to provide private
groups on campus should be meetings possible for support?; a
By Chris-Anderson
STAFF WRITER

At a ceremonytonight in Roberts
Union, 51 seniors will become
members of the academic honor
society Phi Beta Kappa.
Admission to Phi Beta Kappa is
"based on academic record.No basis
other than academic average is
used,"according to the president of
Colby'schapter,Associate Professor
of English Patricia Onion.
Phi Beta Kappa is an honor
society whose Greek letters stand
for Philosophia Biou Kubernates or
"Love of wisdom,the guide of life,"
according to the acceptance ritual.
The society was founded on
December 5, 1776 at the College of
William and Mary, in Virginia,
according to the handbook. Colby's
chapter,the Beta Chapter of Maine,
was founded in 1895.
Originally Phi Beta Kappa had
such features as "an oath of secrecy,
a badge,mottoes in Latin and Greek,
a code of laws, an elaborate form of

initiation, a seal, and a special
handclasp," according to the Phi
Beta Kappa Handbook.
But these days the society is
purely honorary,with little activity,
accordingtothesecretaryof Colby's
chapter, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics Carol Bassett. The
secrecy has long been done away
with and all functions are open to
anyone who wants to attend,
according to Onion.
The decision to admit a student
to Phi Beta Kappa is made after
seven semesters, so it is possibleto
be named as a junior, according to
Bassett. Two of this year's seniors,
Michael Misialek and Gretchen
Schwarze,wereadmitted asjuniors.
Basset declined to comment on the
average G.P.A. of Phi Beta Kappa
members,but said it fluctuates with
each class.
Phi Beta Kappa members pay a
one time membership fee of $20,
which.along with donations from
alumni, goes into the Carl J. Weher
scholarship fund . Each March the
fund - established in the memory of

Off The Hill
By Kathleen McKiernan
NEWS EDITOR

Oberlin

Obcrlin, OH - Police last Friday arrested 5 students following a
protest against bigotry on the lawn of college President S. Frederick
Starr. According to a press release, students report that police used
unnecessary violence in dispersing the'crowd of 125. In response to
the student arrests and tho police's handling of the incident, 250
students marched to Starr's house the following night and then to the
local police station, the release said,

U Maine

Orono-Policeusedmaccagainsteighttotcnpcopleandonoofficer
brandishcd .a shotgun in an attempt last Thursday to disperse a crowd
of close to 100 people at an pff-campus party, according to The Maine
Camp us, Fivo University of Malnostudcntswerearrcsted tind charged
with disorderly conduct as a result of the . incident. Thirteen officers
were sent to break up the party around U . P.M., after police received
complaints:from neighbors that the patty-goerswore not disbanding.
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No Luck With the Dakotas

They haven't all said yes yet,but 39 percent of the 3,170 first-year
applicants for the class of '94 have been offered admission to Colby,
according to Parker Beverage, dean of admissions and financial aid.
Beverage said that those accepted represented all 50 states,with the
exception of North and South Dakota. Of the applicants accepted,
more than 100 are minorities,he said.Dean Beverage said he hopes to
see 430 -students for the class of '94. (T.D.)

Q. Calvin Mackenzie

Echo p ie p hoto

gathering solely on the basis of
gender doesnot constituteda group
with a common belief; it is not
acceptable to dehumanize a group
during a meeting which they are
excluded from, referring to Ana
Kissed's statement that she would
probably not stop to help a man
dying by the side of the road.
No conclusions were reached
concerningmeetingswhichexclude
certain groups.
There did seem to he a
consensus that before a meeting
which excludes anyone is allowed
on campus, there should be
discussion among anyone
concerned.Q

Kapp as To Be In itiated
By Andrea Krasker
STAFF WETTER

NEWS BRIEFS

a Colby English professor -awards
a sum of money to a student who
has gone directlyto graduateschool
from Colby. This year'srecipient of
the $500 award was Bishwa V.
Basnet, who is currently at the
University of Rochester getting his
doctorate in engineering, according
to Bassett.
Sylvia Arden Boone,anassociate
professor of the history of art and
Africanand Afro-American Studies
at Yale, will be giving a talk on the
"Art of the Harlem Renaissance" at
tonight'sceremony. All students are
invited to attend .Q

READ THIS

Next week's Echo will
be the last issue this
semester. But don't
cry. Okay, you can cry
a little. But, we'll be
back in fall and
everything will be
dandy again.

Corrections

Ana R. Kissed's name wa s
misspelled in the 4/ 12/90 edition of the Echo.
The Lambda pled ges were
not clothed when the police
broke up the off-campu s LCA
hazing party,as reported in the
4/ 12/90 edition of the Echo.
The candidates in the Mary
Low Commons runoff presidential election,Chris Benecche/Kar en Beauchesnc an d Liz
Thornton/John Poirier, were
incorrectly listed in the 4/ 12/
90 edition of the Echo. It was a
source error.
Gerry McDowell' s nam e
was misspelled in the 4/ 12/90
edition of the Echo.
Steven Swartz's '92 name
was inadvertandly left off his
IdealsLost lettertotheodltorlast
week,

Get Out the Address Book

Starting next year,students won't be able to count on the student
directory to keep track of friends' home addresses.
Next year's directory will not include student's home addresses
becausecompanies are using the directory to solicit parents,according
to Dean of the College Earl Smith. Calling the directorya "breach of
confidence," Smith said he has not yet decided on an alternativeway
to give students access to addresses. (T.D.)

Bixler To Receive Mone y For
Renovation

The Davis Educational Foundation has accepted Colby's grant
proposal and will donate a sum of money to the Colby Art Museum for
extensive renovations, said Museum Director Hugh Gourley. The
donation figure will not be available until the foundation assesses the
renovation plans,said Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations
Ed Day.
According to Gourley, the money will be used for renovation of the
existing storage area,construction of additional shipping and receiving
facilities and construction of additional exhibition space.
The Davis Educational Foundation is based in Massachusetts and
earns it's money from Shaw's supermarkets,said Day. (D.F.)

Outta Here

A total of twenty faculty members have been granted sabbatical
leave for either a part or all of the next academic year, according to the
Dean's office. The following faculty will be on leave all of next year:
Suzanne Falgout (sociology), Farnk Fekete (Biology), Patrice FrankoJones (Economics), John Hallstrom (Music), Jane Hunter (History),
Susan Kenney (English), David Lubin (Art), Michael'Marlais (Art),
Roger Metz (Physics), Jane Moss (French), Marilyn Pukkila (Library),
Tom Tietenberg (Economics) and Gina Werfel (Art). Sam Atmore
(Library), Guy Filosof (French), and John Mizner (English) will be on
leave for first semester.Secondsemester sabbaticalshavebeen approved
for Javier Gonzalez (Spanish), Yeager Hudson (Philosophy and
Religion),Nikky Singh (Philosophy and Religion) and Robert Weisbrot
(History). (D.F.)

Sadoff Awarded By
Guggenheim Foundation

Eng lish Professor Dianne
Sadoff was recently awarded
money from The Guggenheim
Foundation after submitting a
proposal for her project entitled
"Culture, Discourse and the
Female Body." Sadoff said her
project concerns itself with "the
19th century treatment of hysteria
and the rise of psychoanalysis,"
Sadoff said she will use her
¦
'
> I
award money to work on her I n , . '
project next year while she is on
p hoto by Chris J ordan
sabbatical leave. She said that at Prof essor Dianne Sadoff
this point she is half way through the first draft of her project and
hopes to eventually publish her work.
The Guggenheim Foundation annually hosts a national
competition for artists, writers and scholars in all fields and awards
3 percent of the applicants, according to Sadoff. (D.F.)

Daffy Days

The Colby community has once again helped in making the
annual Daffodil Days fundraiser a huge success.
"It's a good cau se,"said campaign coordinator Barbara Nelson,
"And it's really neat to see these yellow flowers all over campus."
Although sales fell short of last year's record figure of 3000
flow ers, Nelson was pleased with this year'ssale of 2000 flowers. The
Daffodils were sold the week before Spring break for $4 a bunch .
Proceeds from the sale are annually donated to the American
Cancer Society, and used for cancer research as well as local programs
in education and patient services. (P.T.)

Briefs Continued On Following Pa ge

C ampus Tensions Run High

Weekend Could Have Been Worse Savs Van Valkenbur gh.
By Kathleen McKiernan
NEWS EDITOR
A desk chair ended up in
Johnson pond, a foodfight broke
out in Roberts and a $1,200 candy
machine was vandalized in Dana,
but despite recent campus tension,
trouble last week-endwaskept to a
minimum, according to Directorof
Safety and Security Mark Van
Valkenburgh.
"The officers were very busy,
going from one incident to the
other,"Van Valkenburgh said. "My
first concern is safety...nobody got
hurt and the police didn't have to
be called in."

Sometimebetween2 A.M. and 5
A.M. Friday night,theglassfrontof
the vending machine outside Dana
Dining Hall was smashed with a
chair and a wrench and all of the
candyand food inside werestolen,
according to Dana hallstaff.
The owner of the machine,Peter
Joseph, said repairs to the machine
could reach$l,200."It'sall in a days
work and it happens every once in
a while,"Joseph said."This,I think,
it was malicious."
Associate Dean of Residential
Life Joyce McPhetres-Maisel said
the college has suspects in the case.
Waterville police are also
investigating the inddent.
In other incidents, Safety and

Security was called to quell a
foodfight in Johnson Dining Hall
Saturday night, several windows
were broken aad furniture was
reportedthrownintothepond from
a window in Pi per, Van
Valkenburgh said.
"The officers responded to seea
desk chair floating across Johnson
pond," Van Valkenburgh said.
Both Van Valkenburgh and
McPhetres-Maisel said they were
glad the week-endincidentsweren't
worse.
"We were worried that they
might have been," McPhetresMaisel said. "There was a feeling
on campus things were out of
control."Q

curriculum.
*A new Computer Science minor
made up of six courses.
*An Environmental Studies minor
which will not be open to people
majoring in natural sciences.
^Changes to the Chemistry major
which drop the requirement of a
semester of macro-economics and
requirea course in cell biology.
*Approval of a Bermuda semester
for the spring of '91, under the
Geology department.
*A proposal requiring that people
on continuingacademic probation,
or who return to academic
probation, consult with their
advisor to review extra-curricular

activities which may be a serious
time commitment. In order for a
student to participate in extracurricular activities under these
circumstances, the activities must
be approved by the Dean of
Students.
*Changes to the Physics major
including making General Physics
algebra based rather than calculus
based.
* This year's students studying in
Corkwillhave theoption of whether
or not to have their grades averaged
in to their G.P.A. After this year,all
grades from Cork will count.
The establishment of a task force
to examine Jan Plan.Q

EPC Passes Changes To Maj ors
By Andrea Krasker
STAFF WRITER

In the past few weeks the
Educational Policy Committeehas
considered a variety of proposals.
Those that have passed are:
*Changes to the English major
including revised required courses
and a new core curriculum.
*A major in International Studies.
*Changes in the Math major. The
calculus sequence has changed from
three semesters to two and there
are somechanges in theupper level

Will Th e R eal Honor ar y

Degre e Recipient Stand Up
By Jeremy Carver
COMMENTARY
As graduation 1990rolls near,
the Colby administration is
bursting with prideover itslist of
individuals to receive
honorary degrees. The
h onorary degree is th e
highest honor handed
out hy the college, so
nationwide searches are
conducted yearly to find
only the best and the
brightest to receive this
honor.
The individuals
chosen t o receive a
degree from the old Blue
and Grey this year are;
Sylvia
P.
Hawthorne, custodial
engineer, Cambridge/
ME.
Ms. Hawthorne, her praise
long overdue, stands for
everything noble and just which
Colby prescribes to so dearly.
Her life 's work not
unimportant, she will be most
remembered for retrievinga piece
of paper from a puddle, realising
it wasn't just any old cand y
wrapper, and placing it in the
hands of the proper authorities.
Ms. Hawthorne will receive an
honorary degree in Government
with a,concentration in Public
Policy.
ftusty the Toe Jammer,
rapper, Boston, MA.
A true citizen and devoted
musician/ Mr. Too Jammer is
responsible for one of the truly

incredible breakthroughs in the
world of music: scratching records
with his feet.
Rolling Stone creditshim as the
"Beethoven of Hip-Hop"and Colby
is no less proud to have had him
perform on campus earlier this
school year. For proving to the

World that feet have feelings too,
Mr, Toe Jammer is to be awarded a
dual-degree in Music and Physics.
Ana It. Kissed, lesbian
separatist.
Radical , p ioneer, Jo hnny
Applcsced of the 90's/ These arc
only a few of the words to describe
the woman who evoked passions
dormant for so long on the'Colby
campus ,
To the Woman who replied
"probably riot" when questioned

beneath their chairs facing the
opposite direction. A videotape
of her acceptance will he
available.
The GuyWho NeverWearsa
Shirt or Shoes, student, Colby
College.
An extra special honorary
degree goes out to
this young man
who did so much
to convince his
peers that Spr ing
had
indeed
arrived
at
Co I by ... in
January. Whether
he's tossing a
football or hitting
a
baseb all,
whether
it 's
raining or windy,
wc can count oh
seeing Mr. No
Shirt defying the
elements all in the sincere hope
of uplifting our Spirits and getting
a tan. Mr, No Shirt will receive a
honorary degree in Sociology,
In the absence of a keynote
speaker, each recipient will be
asked to give a brief speech of
acceptance. Mr. No Shirt has
requested t ha t all members of t he
audience disrobe prior to his
address, Ms. Kissed, well, wo
know what Ms,Kissed requested,
and Mr. Too Jamm er informs us
that he will be performing with
fellow rap pioneers, the T.D.P.
Posse.
We don't know what Ms.
Hawthorne is going to do. She
madequite a splash with her first
surprise so we've asked hor to

whether she Would stop to help a
dying man on the roadside,Colby
College is proud to Offer a degreein
Women's Studies.
By special agreement, Ms.
Kissed will receive her degreeonly
when every malo student, father,
and grandfather has crawled surprise us agaln.0

NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED
We'd Rather Have You
Anyway

Efforts are underway to find a 1990 commencement speaker now
that George Bush has declined Colby's invitation to address the 169th
commencement crowd.
Seniors have been asked to select as their speaker one of six
individuals who will be receiving honorary Colby degrees in May.
Among the possibilities are Natalie Zemon Davis,past president of the
American Historical Assodation, Maxine Hong Kingston, author of
The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts and
Chinamen, John McCarthy, the Charles M. Pigott Professor in the
School of Engineering at Stanford University, Neil Welliver, the
Maine-based landscapist whose paintings were the subject of an
exhibition at the Colby Museum of Art last fall, Fredric M. Wertheimer,
the president of Common Cause since 1981, and Linda Cozby
Wertheimer, who has been National Public Radio's political
correspondent since 1971. (P.T.)

New Computer Catalog
Service For Library

Students will be able to access the library catalog at the University
of Chicago within the next few weeks after Colby connects with the
National Research and Educational Network. The network will link up
all faculty computers and student computer clusters with resources
around the world,such as library catalogues at other schools, abstracts
of papers,databases and programs, according to Ray Phillips, director
of computer services.
The initial cost of setting up the connection is $19,000. It will then
requireabout $21,000 a year to maintainthe equipment,lease the phone
line and to pay for membership in the network, Phillips said. Despite
the expense, there will be no additional cost to students for use of the
system. Colby has applied for a grant from the National Science
Foundation to help with the charges for the computer network.
Computer services is now looking at waysto expand the network
availability on campus and is looking for student input. Interested
students can read the overview of the current network on reservein the
library. (A.K.)

George Is Coming Home

Home town boy and U.S. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell
will be joining a group of distinguished panelists Sunday night in the
Page Commons Room of the Student Center to discuss U. S. relations
with Eastern Europe. Discussion starts at 7:30 p.m. (K.M.)

Tourist Season

The International Language Institute in Washington D.C. has
arranged for about 25Japanese students to study English and American
culture at Colby this summer.
The students, who are from the Samae Institute of Studies Abroad,
will be at Colby for 7 weeks,according to Director of Special Programs
Robert Kany. In addition to about 5 hours of class a day, the students
will be taking trips to the coast and other sites around Maine. (A.K.)

Quote of the Week

"Welcome to the all new fucked up Off-the Wall. Actually, there is
nothing new about OTW being fucked up, in fact, one could say there
is nothing new about OTW at all, with very little in it other than
announcements. The only new thing about OTW this term is that I'm
who's fucking it up. So, if anyone has any problems with OTW (and I
am certain someone will eventually) see me." - Maria Helms, the
newEditor of Off The Wall, the campus newspaper at the College of the
Atlantic in Bar Harbor, Maine.
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Stuff To Do This Spring

NewMaj or Off erred

Let Us Know If You Actuall y Do Any Of This
By Walker Fen ton

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
and Jennifer Scott
FEATURESEDITOR
At long last it's Spring in Maine
(knock on wood) and the time of

Echo f i l ephoto
No heelers in this p hoto.

year when a young student's mind
turns to thoughts of catching rays,
skippingclassesandoutdoorsports.
We came up with some variations
on your favorite sports to heighten
your appreciation of the outdoors
this Spring.
1. Mountain Bike Red Rover:
Your favorite childhood game
combined with wholesome
mountain biking fun. Line up a
group of friends at the bottom of

RunnelsHill and make sure they re
holding hands tightly because you
can really pick up some speed on
those bikes.,
The thick wheels and wide
handlebars make it an added feat
for thechain to stay unbroken when
you ram them at warp speed.
Alwaysrememberto weara helmet.
2. Throwing (or Ninja) Star
Ultimate: Adds an extra dimension
to any game of ultimate if you
exchange the wimpy plastic f risbee
with the multi-bladed ninja-star.
Points awarded to player with most
fingers left at the end of a game-not
a recommended sport for future
surgeonsor typists.
3. Loogie Hocking from Top 'O
Roberts: Forget about water
balloons, this is a game which
requires real skill. The precision of
a well-timed loogie on a faculty
member or four group is something
to be proud of and requireshours of
practice. Skoal longcut makes the
game extra exciting.
4.FacultyHomeToiletPapering:
Got a professor who just simply
refuses to pass you? Or maybe just
bugs you? Any professor with a
sense of humor can appreciate an
artfully toilet-papered lawn.
Remember, they're in the phone

book just like regular people.
5.Rodent HackySack:Any small
furry animal from the bio
department can make the boring
game of hacky sack areal challenge.
Consider it a scientific experiment.
6. Library Tower Bungee
Jumping: Just remember to wear
your Reebocks.
7. Johnson Pond Archery Practice: There's a reason why those
ducks have clipped wings. Barbeque afterwards.
8. Infirmary Heckling: Make
your sick friends in the infirmary
even more miserable by standing
outside the window of their cell in
the infirmary on a beautiful day
and begging them to come out to
play.
9. Mac Lab Magnet Running:
See how many enemies you can
make when you race through the
Mac Labs eitherin Mudd or Lovejoy
at peak paper time. You'll be lucky
if you make it out alive.
10. Naked Midni ght Land
Diving Down Roberts Row: Wait
until after a good rain, strip down
and let off some of that end of the
year stress while at the same time
giving a thrill to innocent passersby. Points awarded to most mud
eaten.Q

major j *rea core curriculum of
fi vecourses,includingMicroand
COTOIBTJTINQWETER
Macroeconomics, Cultural
Anthropology, one semester of
Pending facult y approval, ComparativeWorld History,and
Colbywill soon be instituting a Introduction to International
new major in International Relations.
Additional
Studies thanksinparf toa$75,000 requirements will be one course
grant from Hewlett Packard.
beyond the requirement for
The impetus to begin language and at least one
planning 1he major came in semester of study abroad.
January when the Hewlett Students may choose three
Foundation approved a $75,000 coursesin AreaStudies and three
grant for the developmentof an in Policy Studies,and senior year
International
Studies must complete either a senior
curriculum/ according to Dean seminar or a four credit
of the Faculty Robert McArthur. independent study.
The goal is for the major to be
The new majorisan upshot of
"genuinely inter-disciplinary/' faculty with interests ranging
according to Ken Rodman, who around the world,Colby'sstrong
is heading up the new language program,astrongstudy
department, It is "designed to be abroad programand the number
abroad program to give students of Jan Plans abroad, according to
a wider exposure to regions or McArthur.
disci plin es than with a
The proposal f or the major is
government or economics scheduled to go before a faculty
major," Rodman said.
vote May 9.Q
The requirements for the

By Andrea Erasker

I

Takecare
of yourself.
For peace of mind, you need to take care of your body.
We offer full service reproductivehealth care provided
by female practitioners. Call us today.
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Bahies by choice , not chance.
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The Musi c Gallery
BRUCE ENGLER , Prop.
(207) S73-1166
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Waterville , ME 04901
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TUES-FRI: 7.30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-1:00
873-1010

45 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE

i

We're hiring:
Staff Writers
Editor s for all departments
Advertising Representatives
Business Manager
Production Manager
Layout Staff
Typists
Photographers
Artists
Subscriptions Manager
Librarian
Many of the above are paid positions.

Pick Up An Application
Toda y At The Echo Office In
Roberts Union. Get Your
Rab ies Shot Before You
Come Down, Some Of The
Editors Bite Occa sionally.
The Colby Echo. Since 1877

ARTS/ENTERT AINMENT
Silverberg Makes Improv Plan A Successful Reality
pendent project in directing," she explained.
"But after I took improv last semester, I saw
¦•Msaamaai ^BBaMnnaaMaaaaBavaaBMBMaaasaM
BMaHMM
how much people loved it and decided to
pursue it."
/"% A arah Silverberg isresting a little
After posting signs around campus in
'braineasier
these
days.
As
the
February
to advertise the group's formation
/ \/m
first-ever
child'
behind
Colby's
V
gf/
to anyoneinterested,Silverbergbegan toplan
L
improvisation club, she has seen more than ahead for the performances.
"We rehearsed every Sunday and had
her share of the ups and downs that go into
small study breaks, and for the past two
putting together such a group.
"It's been a very bumpy road. It went weeksbefore the show we had been together
through everyone's mind to postpone the every day. Only-four of us had actually
performances. But it's been awesome, too. I studied improvbefore, and somehadn't even
done any theater. But we became comfortjust hope everyone enjoyed it."
that
filled
If the standing-room audiences
able with each other and with our partners,
the Page Commons room last Thursday and which is very important. We enjoyed it a lot,
Friday were any indication, everyone most and wanted to share [our experiences] with
everyone else."
certainly did.
"We planned the improv technique. We
For Silverberg, '92, the idea for such a
knew how the" improvs worked. But we
group came naturally.
"1 had actually wanted to do an inde- didn't know how it would work on stage.
By Craig Applebaum
• ASST. A&E EDITOR

Originally we had a lot more skeletal improvs,wherewe,the actors,comeup with an
idea ourselves. But we had a lot more fun
when the audience "became involved," she
said. "The hardest thing is coming up with
ideas. But I liked the idea that I could go out
there and perform for an hour. And it's nice
to have the audience help you out."
She added that one problem with enlisting help from the audience is that occasionally suggestions are brought up which the
actors on stage don't really want to deal with.
"Because of some of the issues going on
around campus, there were some things I
didn't want on stage. I didn't want any
profanity on stage either. But on Thursday
night someone from the audience suggested
as an idea Ana R. Kissed (the feminist separatist who caused a stir on campus by refusing
to allow males to hear her speak), and the
idea was used. I didn't stop it,but I felt I was

Rock In The Soviet Union
wascalled "estrada "in theU.S.S.R.
You won't find anything about this
mysterious thing even in the New
American Crossword Puzzle DicAndrei tionary.
Editor 's note:
Estrada is a terrible mix of pop,
Plashchevsky is attending Colby on a
exchangeprogram and will be return- love ballads, folk, and patriotic
ing to the Soviet Union this summer. tunes. When this is the only music
"Rock? What about it? We have on the air, you begin to hate the
no Rock'n'Roll in this country." local radio stations.So,evenin those
About 10 years ago, this used to be days, when the Iron Curtain was
a commonresponseof local authori- still strong, not everyone was conties when they wanted to avoid the tent with estrada.
It was in the early 70s when the
issue of underground bands, underground sessions or any other first Soviet Rock'n'Roll bands ap"underground" problems in the peared and enjoyed playing this
"awful kind of loud foreign music
Soviet Union.
For a long time the Russian from somewhere in the capitalist
airwaves carried a strange kind of nowhere." Few people remember
music. It wasn't the blues, trash- them now, but they were the piometal, electrorap, or flamenco. It neers - the first rock'n 'roll settlers
By Andrei Plashchevsky
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fear Of A

Black Planet
By Brent Livingston
A&E EDITOR

/"¥" A / hen the name Pub*1 1
/ / lie Enemy is heard,
most people autofr Jr
matically picture a militant, plastic-uzi wielding black group rapping to a rioting crowd.Yes, there
have been racial riots at Public
Enemy con cert s an d th e group
members do present themselves
in an aggressive manner,but there
is much more to this socially conscious group than the public imago conjured up by a few isolated
incidents,
Tho tone established on Public
Enemy's now album, Fear Of A
Black Planet is a mild one. Especially compared to their 1987 album release, Yol Bum Rush The
Sh ow,which carried the statement
"If you can't get what's rightfully
yours you must try to capture itby
any m eans n ecessary!" as its central theme.
Fear Of A Black Planet sends
out "positive" messages.
The most well-known song on
the album entitled "Welcome To
TheTorrordomo"contains the lyrics/lnstcad of getting physically
sweaty/When I get mad/ 1 put it

get it on...we are wilim ,
These non-violent messages
projected expertly by the two veteran rappers Chuck D, who has
one of the most uniquely authoritative voices in music today, and
Flavor Eav make Fear Of A Black
Planet worth a listen .
But don'tgetthe idea that there
ar e n o n egative feelings present
on Fear Of A Black Planet.
AH of the songs give the listener a shocking glimpse into a
world that feels the strain of an
unfair system. Songs like "Fight
The Pow er ", "Power To The
People", and "Burn Hollywood
Burn ," which condemns Hollywood for portraying blacks in a
racist manner, effectively express
tho bitterness felt by millions of
oppressed blacks in America.
Produced by Def Jam records,
Fear Of A Black Planet does not
paint a false picture of a. perfect
society. Public Enemy is affiliated
with many militant black groups
and they even give inspirational
credit to the antl-semctic Minister1
Louis Farrakhan, yet the group
sees the merit of a non-violent
solution to the current plight of

our society,
Buy or borrow tho album and
thoroughlylisten to the eye-opening lyrics1and get into the funky
down on a pad."
rhythms '"cause tho brothers In
Thocut "Brothers Gonna Work the street are willing to Work It
It Out" chants "Lot's get iton,let's cut" are you.Q

on the Russian land. It was a new
experience. It was fun. My generation got a chance to grow up with
the music of the Beatles, Rolling
Stones,BeeGees,Sweet, andC.CR..
Thelate 70s, consisted of rhythmic disco music and a light variant
of pop rock: Bony M, ABBA,
Smokey. But harder rock'n'roll
pounded the ground, getting closer
and closer to the Soviet border from
the outside. Step by step. Chord by
chord.
The most remarkable thing
about the 70s happened late in the
decade with the airing of a BBC
radio show in Russian. I would call
it Conservative Rock education.
Every Friday at midnight you could
getcompleteinformationabout new
releases, an informative lecture on
'hardcore' or firsthand news about
you favorite bands or artists.
With the 70s gone, the sky
looked clear but a storm soon arrived. The rains of Led Zeppelin,
Deep Purple, Rainbow, and Queen
fell on Soviet rock lovers. The appearance of this type of music became a turning point in the history
of rock'n'roll in the Soviet Union.
After the emergence of a regular rock'n'roll following, two cases
of foreign intervention have taken
p lace. The 1982/84 Italian invasion,
which was "Amore" complex ,
awfully sweet music. And the 1985/
88. Scandinavian invasion. The
same complex, semi-automatic
Rock Continued On Page 10

going to leave it up to the actor on stage, she
explained. "I didn't want improv's about
fraternities or feminist separatists. I told
them [the actors] to use their own judgements."
Another problem each actor had to deal
with—dead spots,when the scenejust wasn't
working. "It really stinks for you," quips
Silverberg. "When we talked about the scariness of it, we said that if you acknowledge it,
it won't be so bad. But you still have to get
yourself out of it."
But lastly, what about those signs which
advertised the coming of the "Boston Improv
Group," the "Los Angeles Improv Group,"
and even the "La-La Land Improv Group"?
What do they actually call themselves? "We
wanted to sort of not use our own names. But
those signs led people to believe we were a
professional company,"Silverberg says. "So
I guess were just the Colby Improv Group ."?

Watson Winner

photo courtesy of Public Affairs
Colby College senior Robert Scott Jr., will present a concert of classical
guitar on Sunday,'Ap ril 29 at 3 p.m. in Lorimer Chap el. Other concerts
that weekend,include one of dtamber music on Friday, Ap ril 27 and a
f lute recital on Saturday, April 28, both at 8 p .m.in Lorimer Chapel .
Scott recently won a pr estigiousWatson Fellowship to study classical
guitar in Austria and England next year.

Mean Cuisine

A Taste Of The West
By Chip "Carl" Smith and
John "Spalding" Hayworth

Colbys own Little House on the rootenest, tootenest,Mean-Cuisine
Prairie-6 High Street.
wanna-be in the West.
Easily identified by the authenAs for Horse an d Buggy's menu,
STAFFWRITERS
tic wagon wheel outside the door, it'snothingoutoftheordinary. The
Please notice that this week, Carl the Horse and Buggy is a small basic one or two egg plates with a
and Spalding are adhering to a strict establishment representing a cross- choice of bacon or sausage, toast,
Western theme. This stems both fr om section of American eating from coffee make up the majority of the
thef ad that the restaurant they visited dawn to dusk.
selections.
had a wagon wheel out f ront ,and their
We vi sit ed Horse and Buggy
Of course, one can get French
continuing commitment to entertain- with breakfast in minds. And , Toast or omelettes, etc. etc. Carl
ing diversity in journalism. In fact, despite our waitress's overzea lous and Spalding both had eggs and
there is now a stringent diversity clause endorsement of the place's numer- bacon and toast; Our meals took so
in their Echo contract.
ous drinkingspecinls,wegotbreak- long to be prepared that our hunger
fast. (Rest assured, h owever, we grew immensely. When the meals
This week Carl and Spalding plan to check the quality of these came, we were as happy as a bu ll i n
moseyed our dogg ies on down t o specials at a later date.)
a field full of heifers, or.a heifer in a
the Horse and Buggy. This chuck
Wo do need to mention that we field full of bu lls, or any combinawagon lies in the canyons of Col- wore accompanied by the notori- tion of buJKsartd heifers one desires
lego Avenue across the street from ous Bobby-the-Kid Lian , the
Cuisine Continued On Page 10
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This weekend check out Big Chief and the Continentals at John |
Martin's Manor, 54 College Ave., Waterville. Friday and Satur- |
day nights, starting at 9:00p.m. 873-5676.
|
T. Woody'son the Concourse in downtown Waterville presents |
live entertainment - The Take. 873-3490.
Enjoy elegant dining at Johann Sebastian Bach, 40 Fairfield |
Street in Oakland. 465-3223.
Try roller skating at Happy Wheels Skate Center located on |
Halifax St., Winslow. Call 873-1805 for a schedule.

Mor ieS

3:00 : Senior Recital : Robert Scott '90, guitar. Music of Debussy,
|
Bach,FernandoSorandHeitorVilla-Lobos. Lorimer chapel.
j 3:00 : The Occasional Chorale in concert with music of Debussy,
Offenbach, Rorem and others. First Congregational
Church, Eustis Parkway, Waterville, Maine.
7:30 : U.S. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell will be j oined
|
by a group of distinguished panelists discussing U.S. |
Eastern European relations. Page Commoms Room, Stu
dent Center ,
|
„ „¦

s

'

,

Pulitzer prize-winning reporter Jonathon Kaufman of the Boston Globe will deliver the 1990 Hillel Lecture on Monday April
30 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center. Kaufman is the author of
"Broken Alliances - the turbulent timesbetweenBlacks and Jews
in America,""which won the 1988 National Jewish Book Award.

Sunday, April 29

¦

,,

'

Saturday April 28, 8:00 p.m., there will be an 'Old - Fashioned |
, Sock Hop'at the Waterville fTigh School.

7:00 &9:00p.rn.: Stu-A Film: The Blues Brothers with John Belushi
|
and Dan Aykroyd to be shown in Lovejoy 100.
8:00 : Powder and Wig present the One Acts Festival. Callx3388
|
for reservations.
8:00 : Senior Recital :Meredith Hart '90,Flute and Tracey Elmeer
|
'90, Flute. Music of BCisser, Haydn, Doppler and
Muczynski. With Lillian Garwood, piano and Andrew
Richter '90, 'cello. Lorimer chapel.

¦

'
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Saturda y, April 28

ii

'

S

¦ Colby College:
There is a Colby (Boies Student Art Exhibition being showing April
' 20 through May 6. Museum hours are Monday through Satur4 day from 10 a.m. to noon and 1to 4:30p.m.;Sunday, 2 to 4:30p.m.
Bates College(01in Arts Center):
The Senior Thesis Exhibition 1990, selected works by Bates' giadusation studio-art majors,which will continue through May 14.
Bowdoin ColiegeCWalker Art Building):
Special program in regard to Aids through the weekend.
There is a Group of New England Quilts on display through the
Saturday and Sunday, as well.
Paper Horses: Popular Chinese Woodcuts, throug h April 29.
Maine Maritime Museum(963 Washington St,Bath):
Exhibits on all phases of shipbuilding in Maine from the 1600's
to the present. Museum hours are from 9:30-5:00p.m., admissioh is $5. For more information call 443-1316.

|
6:00:Hillel Shabbat tray dinner. All welcome! Foss small dining
| room.
7:00 &9:00p.m. : Stu-A Film: The Blues Brothers with John Belushi
|
and Dan Aykroyd to be shown in Lovejoy 100.
8:00 : Powder and Wig present the One Acts Festival. Call x3388
|
for reservations.
I 8:00 : Chamber music at Colby: A string trio will perform
Beethoven's Opus 9 No. 3in C Minor; featurin g Tony Hess
^
{«¦;; aon violin,Steve Witkin on violoncello,and Claude Richter
¦
. '" '92 on viola. Also the Colby Camerata, a vocal chamber
ensemble made up of sixteen voices of Colby faculty, staff
|
and members of the Colby-Kennebec Choral Society will
|
sing a series of Brahms love song waltzes and music of
Stephen Soundheim.
8:30 : Contradance at Colby ! With caller Jack Jansen and 'Band
|
X'. Beginners Welcome. Heights Community Room
|

¦
¦

'

Exhibits

Frida y, April 27
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7:00 &9:00p.m.: Stu-A Film: The Blues Brothers with John Belushi
|
and Dan Aykroyd to be shown in Lovejoy 100.
j 8:00 : Colby's Tonal Spectrum Jazz presents 'Last Blast/ in the
Student Center with special guests Tony Gaboury on
guitar, Ben Street on bass, John Foss on trumpet and
| George Garzone on tenor saxophone.
|
8:00: Sylvia Boone, associateprofessor of art history and African
and AfroAmerican studies at YaleUniversity will present
a lecture entitles "Art of the Harlem Renaissance," as a
visiting Phi Beta Kappa Scholar. Colby students whohave
been elected to the prestigious academic honor society
will be inducted following her presentation. Robins room,
I
|
Roberts Union.
|
8:00 : Powder and Wig present the One Acts Festival. Call x3388
for reservations.
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Hoyt's Cinema Center, 250 Kennedy Memorial Drive:
Thursday there will be one evening show and starting Saturday,
two evening shows and one matinee. Also Lord of the Flies, The
Hunt for Red October and Crazy Peop le will be replaced by Glory,
Spac e Invaders and The Guardian. Call 873-1300 for more information.
Prett y Woman
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Ernest Goes To J ail
Crazy People
Lord of the Flies
The Hunt for Red October
Railroad Square Cinema: 873-6526
Toni ght Mys tery Train showing at 7:00p.m. and at 9:15 p.m, a
film directed by Jim Jarmusch.
This weekend Henry V will be shown at 7:00 ancl 9:15 in the
evenings asVell as 1:00 on Saturday and Sunday . Directed by
and starring Kenneth Branagh, the film was nominated for two
academy awards : Best Actor and Best Director.

|
|
j
|
|

|
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|
|
|
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M.F. CHIP GAVIN, Editor
BOB L1AN, Managing Editor
KATHLEEN McKIERMAN,
News Editor
DAVE WEISSMAN, Sports Editor
,
BRENT LIVINGSTON
Arts &/ Entertainmen tEditor
JENNIFER SCOTT, Features Editor
CHRISTY LAW, Op inions Editor
AUSA ATTARDI, Focus Editor
KATHERINE ROGERS, Layout Editor
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TheEdttorial isthe offldalop inton of the paper. Theother opinions present on this page do not necessarily
represent the views oi The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from to readers , espedaUy those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and Include either an address
or a phone number. For publication onThursday, letters must be received by The Coliy Echo no later than
Monday evening oi the same week.
Tke Colby Echo reserves the ri ght to edit all submissions.

A New Day
Now that the Lambda Chi affair is behind us and
underground fraternities appear to be on their way out,
if s time everyone in the Colby Community to move
beyond the mentality which has been associated with
those organizations.
After years of hunting,the largest underground fraternity at Colby fell
irtto the administration's lap. Lambda Chi Alpha was dissolved and
punishment against the members was rendered. Rumour has it that the
sanctions levied against the Lambdaswereenough to convincethe majority
of the other frats who were still around to throw in the towel as well. So
for all practical purposes, fraternities,legal and underground,are pretty
much history.
Since 1984 when fraternities were outlawed, life at Colby has had an
adversarial undertone. In the effort to eliminate the vestiges of greeklife,
one group was often pitted against another. If it wasn't administration
against suspected fraternity members, it was fraternity members versus
non-frat members. Events of the past year,culminating with the Lambda
affair, have helped eliminate the major factor responsible for that
confrontational atmosphere.
Now,the Colby Community is faced with a new challenge. It's time for
everyone -administrators,ex-brothers,faculty, and other students - to put
the incidents of the last few weeksbehind and move beyond the fraternity
mentality.
The administration can relax a bit and stop looking around every corner
for the appearances of those groups which have been said to embody all
that is evil at Colby. Ex-frat members need to realize that they can
maintain close relationships with their former brothers and still be active
participants in the Colby Community. Other students,particularly those
who screamed the loudest to harshly punish the Lambdas, can help
expedite the move to a fraternity-free Colby by treating those former
members, particularly those who were caught and are being punished,
with the respect due any member of the Colby Community:.
These changes will not come easily. There is bound to be lingering
bitterness among those who felt the sentences for the Lambda Chis was
either too harsh or not harsh enough. But, the choices are before us: hang
on to the old way of looking at things in terms of "us" versus "them,"or
move on, Let's move on.
In short, we all have some learning and changing to do if Colby is to rid
fraternities not only from the campus but from the minds of us all.

The Rise Of U-PLAY
Apathy at Colby does indeedappear to be gasping its
last breaths.

In the face of administrative footdragging to agree with the new
student'Supportedl-PLAYproposal/ Somestidentshavetakon theinitiative
to create an intramural softball league that allows students to play with
whomever they want.When they won't let us play I-PLAY, we created UPLAY.
To those who started the new league, nice job.
To those who still insist on frustrating the I-PLAV proposals, get
smart. If you don't approve it,students will play without you.
And, by the way,the most recent I-PLAY championship t-shirts were
really lame.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Missed The
Point......
I am pleased that the college has
finally taken, substantial action
against the underground fraternities, but I feel that the actions are
misguided and avoid the real issue.
Concerning the LCA fraternity,the
administration justifies stiff sanctions because the members broke
one of the more serious Colby rules.
The controversy of underground
fraternities has plagued Colby for
six years, and the recent actions are
seen as the logical culmination of
an increasing disciplinary process.
However, the college has neglected to uphold the policy they

created as a response to last years
fraternity matter, namely the signing,by athletes,of contracts stating
one was not involved in a fraternity.The contracts specifically state
that "if I violate this agreement I
will be immediately and permanently expelled from participation
in all sports," yet the sanctions target only senior LCAmembers with
respect to athletics.
The important issue is this: the
college/in creating a contract they
are not willing to support, has essentially expressed that a person is
not responsible for what they sign.
The members of LCA knowingly
violated the agreement. They had
to make a conscious decision to lie
to their coach and the Colby community, yet they are merely being

punishedfor breakinga regulation.
When I discussedthis issuewith
members of my floor, one person
said, "Do you really think one of
those guys would not sign the contract because they knew they were
lying?" No, I suppose not,but isn't
that a serious problem? If Colby,'as
a liberal arts institution,should be
teaching anything, shouldn't it be
the value of honesty?
The Iran-Contra affair was not
troubling becauseour leadersbroke
somerules,but in doing sothey lied
to Congress and the country. Our
society has lost sight of certain values, but it is here on college campuses that we should begin to reclaim these vanishing ideals.
Josh Reynolds '92

Happy Earth Day To You
By Mary Beth Heiskell

coi^rBimtf& vv&rrER

My mother hates her birthday
and Mother'sDaybecausepeople
treat herwjth overwhelming,shallow kindnesswhichdoes notcarry
over to the other 363 days of the
year. I used to argue with my
mother about this, but over the
years I think that I have come to
understand herfeelingsbetter.My
mother's" point of appreciating
peopleonadaily basis ntakesalot
of sense/
With - the 20th anniversary of
Earth Day, it seems appropriate
that we take some time to reflect
on the long-term importance of
this day. Like trie celebration of
one's own birth, the creation of
the earth is a momentous event,
whosemeaning should notbelost
and buried for theother 364 days
ort which it is not officially cele- (
brated.
The events of Earth Day £t
Colby this year reallycarried out
this kind of unfeigned appreciation. The Earth. Day Committee
has been working since September to prepare' for a week-long
celebration of our earth, The

amount of time and planning that tions to the next event.. Instead,
went into preparing the movies, we should try to work daily to
lectures, and events of the entire value and improvethe planeton
week,trulyreflect a sincereconcern which we live. Hopefully we've
of a devoted group of people. Their all learned waysto do this in the
past week, Now let's put these
¦
i
¦ i,
i
i——
ideas into practice.
Livinginan increasingly technological world, it is easy to lose
site of the necessity and importanceof thebasic simplicityfound
in nature. We couldn't havecome
as far as we have without thevital
resources of the natural world.
We utilize things such as paper
and fuel in immense quantities.
But, our resources aren't unlim*
ited. Ifwe continueto exploitthem
dedication to thecauseof aidingthe without simultaneously working
Colby community opening its eyes to protect and replenish them (eg.
to the magnificence of the earth, by conservation and re*yding);
( we
'
guarantee
their
eventual
disapstressing the importance of April
22, is highly applaudable.
pearance. Without nature's reWhile their work is essentially sources/ we only hurt our ch ances
done,ours has just begun. We hold for further advancement.
the responsibility of continuing the
Please do not let Earth Day
enthusiasm, they have worked so slip by without consciously makhard to excite;within us.We needto ing an effort to continue its celecarry on the message of Earth day, bratIon "feernembertorecycleand
everyday.Celebratingthecreatiott, conserve our resources. Make
grewth,deveIoprnerit,survivaland April22remainasa$ymbotdfour
life of the earth should not be tem- appreciation of, and desire to
porarily celebrated, an d then protect,the life and beautyof our
th.Q
pushed aside as we turn our atten- ear
ii
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OPINION
A Budgetar y Challen ge

Colby's tuition has surpassed
the $20,000 mark and has been met
with ambivalence by the student
body. Bynow,theseincreasesseem
inevitable. As the administration
keeps reminding us, Colby is not
alone. Colby's treasurer Doug Reinhardt said that, "Colby's tuition
increase is tied with Bowdoin's at
7.5% out of a group of 22 peer colleges."

continues its upward spiral.
Collegeisbecomingthe domain
of the privileged few.
With all of the discussion of the
need for diversity here at Colby in
recent weeks, little has been discussed about an economicreality
which is making a Colbyeducation
impossible for many.
We owe it to ourselves to examine why tuition has been raised so
markedly in the past few yearsat
Colby. I have no problem with
raises for the faculty, increased
health insurance costs or investments in new library acquisitions.
The type of expenditures that do
concern me are those that provide
Colby with its "country club" atmosphere.
Although I must plead guilty to
enjoying the saunain the fieldhouse
and many banquets while 3 have
been here, when it comes down to
it, they have not been essential to

my education. In fact,upon graduation I doubt I would think less of
my Colby experience because I had
not had these privileges.
I would gladly give up some of
these luxuries so that Colby could
be more accessible to lower and
middle class students. Maybe I am
off in left field,as I have often been
accused when I have proposed
egalitarian measures that require
some personal sacrifice,but I think
this one is particularly crucial. The
income
gap is widening, and denyLAWSNATION
ing education to those in the middle
As this trend continues, it is
will only increase the distance.
increasingly apparent that higher
We live a sheltered life here in
education at small liberal arts colColby's ivory tower, and thus it is
leges like Colby is becoming beessential to incorporate students
yond the reach of middleand lower
into our community who can give
income families. Although there
us a perspective on the economic
are a number of students at Colby
realities of the less privileged
who do come from lower and
America that no book can convey.
middle class backgrounds, their
Academic discussion of poverty
numbers will dwindle if tuition
is well and good,but a commitment
to change is what is truly necessary.
This changemust start at home.
I would like to present a challenge to next year's student government. Find out exactly how
By Tom Sherry
inherent to college life. Students Colby spends its money and deCONTEIBTJTING"WRITER
have so many opportunities avail- mand thatthisinformationbe made
able to them that they cannot possi- public. Then, listen to student
To complain about apathy at this bly attend all the events that inter- concerns regarding the budget and
college is as cliche and boring as est them. There are many events I put them on your agenda for
complaining about the food. I hear have wanted to attend and haven't. change.
Take into account the needs of
people saying, "Oh this campus is Does that make me apathetic, or
the
underprivileged students at
so apathetic!" But most of the time, does it simply mean that I am a
Colby,
and berigorous in searching
this statement seems to be used to busy person? Apathy is not measout
wasteful
expenditures. Force
shelter one's own feelings of apa- ured in attendance; it is measured
the administration to make the
thy. , ... . ., _ .
by interest and awareness.
This campus has made a considThis semester there have been economic decisions that will allow
erable turn-around since I arrived student organizedawarenessweeks for its often-touted goal of a diverse
almost fOUFr yeairs ago. It has almost every single week. These student body.
It is time that students demand
changed even in the past year.
programs,including Black History
to
be
involved in this process which
The 'Easy Access Party' is a month, Central American week,
is
so
crucial to our lives as Colby
prime example. The first "Easy BGLADsweek,and EarthDay,took
students
and as members of this
Access Party" was a little over a a great deal of time and energy to
year ago. While there may have produce,but studentscaredenough society.Q
been students who questioned the to make them happen.
title, no one did anything about it.
Closeto 75%of the studentbody
This Februarythere were students voted inthe last Stu-A election. That
who had the initiative to put up is probably the highest voter turn
some signs around campus. out in Colby history, and is probaWhetheryoubelieve "Easy Access" bly better than any college of our
is offensive or not, there were stu- kind.
10. Art 218: Independent Study
dents who felt it was, and did
Male students stood outside the
in Etch-a-Sketch
something about it. When I saw Coffeehouse, during the Ana R.
9. Psychology 177: Introduction
my
only
response
was
those signs,
Kissed discussion,protesting gento Obscene Behavior
-apathy is dead!
der discrimination at Colby. One
8. Chemistry 417 (Lab) :AlternaIf apathy is measured by the student was taking a petition the
tive Uses for Caffeine, Alcohol
number of students who say they next day. The next week, students
and Nicotine
will show up at events and don't, watched a videotapeof thespeaker
then we must say that apathy is
Apathy Continued On Page 10

Christy Law .

Apathy? Naa.

The Lambda Connection
TheAnaR.Kissedc6ntroversy
seems to have subsided,and the
Lambda Chi's have been caught
and punished. It seems strange
though, that no connection has
been made between the twocontroversies thathavecaptured the
attention of the Colby community recently. Considered in the
abstract, the cases are not dissimilar. The essenceof the AnaR.
Kissed uproar is that women
shouldhavetheright to separate
themselvesfrom men,and the es*
sence of why fraternities were
abolished is that they promoted
exclusivity. Obviously in real
terms, the situations are very
different: AnaR.IGssed,whether
one agVees with her or not,came
to educate, whereas fraternities
can claim no such closeaffiliation
to the academic mission.

John Hawke

I DON'T LIKE SPAM
Theapproach toboth cases differed: in the Ana R. Kissed case,
most students, although divided
at first,tried to formulatean intelligent opinion on the matter
through talks, arguments and
forums and were cautious when
expressing these opinions. But,
with the fraternity case, students
plungedthedaggerinwithaclean
conscience,stillvastly ignorant of
the/actsof the case, Itevengotto
thepoint that the presidentof the
college had to distribute a letter
clarifying the issue, and quelling
the rumors.
So how does one explain this
difference in reaction? Is it that
the Ana R. Kissed controversy
came from a new and totally
unexpected comer,and therefore
deman ded thoughtful attention,

whilethefraternitiesareaknown
and longresented institution,and
that the automatic reaction is
therefore understandable? This
explanation does not go far
enough. Forthe influence of the
fraternities was more through
rumor and myth and only a tangible presence to a small circle
(they were caught hosting their
activities far off campus and in
secret). It seemsmore a question
of the direction of the current political wind, and how the momentum of consensus quickly
establishesa "politically correct"
viewpoint, rather than a truly
objective judgement.
For at Colby in 1990, unlike
the rest of America, it is the minority or special interest movements which wield the disproportionate amount of power_
Dissent is more cautious and
intelligent when it is railing
against one of the issues which
enjoys widespread patronage by
bothstudents and administratiori
(i,e. women's rights). When an
issue can be clearly identifiedas
a safe issue, with no defending
champion, caution and consideration are thrownaway,and the
student body, uninformed and
without reflection, demands the
harshestpenalties. When pressed
aboutwhythesepenaltiesshould
be imposed, many answers revolvearound the notion of due
process-'Thecollegeshouldstick
to It's decisions!"
It'sseemsverydoubtful however that the desirefor theenactment of due process could elicit
such emotional responseson its
own. Rather it is that the tides of
timehave eroded the fraternity's
support and they arenow,guilty
or innocen t,just lambs.Q

The Top Ten List For This Week:
Ten Courses NOT Offered for Pre-registration
By Amy Havel
COMMENTARY

7. Music 314: Topics in Humming
6. Freshman Seminar: Perspectives
on the Use of Beer Goggles
5.Philosophy 134:The Existence of
Morals on College Campuses

4. Japanese Senior Seminar:
Hooking up a VCR
3. Classics 263: The History of
the Toga
2.Economics 312:MarryingRich
1. Performing Arts 201: Studies
in Excuse-Making

Student s On The Street

What is your reaction to the Lambda Chi decision ?
Sandy Scarano '92

"I think theybasically got what
theydeserved.Theyknew what
they weredoingwasillegal and
not accepted at Colby."

Jennifer Curtis '93
"I d on't know, I'm a first-year
stu d ent an d I don't havea preference. I feel badly for them,
but they did something wrong
and should be punished."

David Goff '90

Chris Chamberlain '93
"1 think that if the school wants
to get rid of the fraternities,they
need to make a stand. But, I
don't know if it was worthkicking 29 peopleout of school/' ;

Bob Scott'90
"They broke the rules and were
punishedand that shouldbethe
end of it. It shouldn't have such
ah impactingroleoneverything
that is happening on campus."

"The decision was fair. The college needed to stand up for Its
position.The athletes signed tho
athleticformsand theyknewthat
If they were involved In fraternity activities, they would get in
trouble. I do feel sorry for the
seniors and think they should be
allowed to march."
p hotos by RobynGUuer

CONTINUED
Cuisine

Continued from pag e6
-unless one is a separatist,in which
case you would not want to mingle,
Bobby-the-Kid's Western
omelette "(fitting huh?) seemed to
please him. Carl and I both enjoyed
our eggs (mine poached, his sunnyside up), and the bacon and coffee
were fine. Carl likened his sausages to the many cow pies that we
encounter on the trail.
One thing that did stand out,
however, was the size of the milk
glasses. Carl and Spalding are both
big milk fans, it is good food you
know. The size of the glasses, very
large, was exciting to both of us.
All in all, The Horse and Buggy
is not a bad place to eat. It'snothing
great,but the atmosphere is kind of
neat. Plus,chancesare you'll be the
only customer in the place. According to its personnel,the place is
also good for happy hour and Friday night drinking.
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We rate the Horse and Buggy 2
and 3/4 stacks of pancakes.
Mean CuisineQuestion Corner:
This week's question comes from
retired lacrosse guru Walker-the
dog-Fenton. Walker asks, "What is
the half-life of the average Seller's
desert?" Well Walker, We have uncov-

ered a conspiracy as a result of your
question. Using his generous investigative talents, Sheriff Spaldogger
reviewed the few remaining archeological records that concern campus construction. (Most of the records had been mysteriously destroyed in a grease fire in the Spa
early last week. Needless to say Spa
food can create a fairly significant
conflagration.)
We discovered that a checlatey
chip cookie was discovered underneath the ground that now supports
the new Soccer/Lacrosse field;
Carbon-14 testing revealed that the
cookie was in fact well over sixty
years old. In our estimation, that
would give the cookie a half-life of
nearly one hundred twenty years.
Be assured,when you return for
your fiftieth reunion to cheer on the
Colby Moose in their first .500 football season since 1989, these same
deserts will be tempting your
palate.0

Rock

U.S.S.R. New ties and exchange
programs were established.''New
agreements were signed. I came to
Colby.
Three days ago, I went downtown Waterville(eastside)to take a
look at the breathtaking skyline,
enjoy some marvels of capitalism,
generally speaking — to relax. I
wanderedinto a record store downtown and spotted a tape by Gorky
Park - a soviet Rock Band - sitting
casually on a shelf just a few letters
f rom Deep PurplaO

Continuedfrom page6
music. The interesting thing is that
all this happened suddenly and
lasted for onlytwo or three years.
1985 was the year of great significance for the Soviet Union. That
was the first year of Gorbachev's
perestroika (restructuring).Theera
of Iron Curtain was over and the
Soviet Union had opened its
boundaries to welcome famous
musicians and artists to visit the

doing more. And more students
than ever seem to be genuinely
concerned about a variety of issues
- from ROTC to gender-neutral
language to fraternities.
There has been progress here at
Colby. If people still say Colby is
apathetic, tell them do -something
about it. Tell them to hang a sign,
shout out their window, or write a
letter,and when they do it,they will
be proving that apathy is dead.Q

Apath y

Continued From Page 9
and stuck around for athreehour
discussion. I honestly think that the
Ana Kissed issue would not have
created such a stir a few yearsago.
Of course, events happen every
year and there are always students
interested in creating them.But this
year,there havebeen more students

Letters

Continued from page1
through," Welch said. "The minute it was
brought to our attention we hired workers to
comein and re-black the duplicated packets."
Welch said only about 25 of the 125letters
received were inadequately blacked out
before the problem was caught. Packets of
those letters were distributed to
approximately 15people, Welch said.
Smith said the packetsweredistributed to
both those involved in devising the sanctions
and the Lambda Chi's. The letters weregiven
to the Lambdas so Lambda members could
"appreciate the sense of the community's
outrage," Smith said.
Students expressed concern that the letters
were not de-identified ,
"I think it was a bad decision because
some people were actually afraid ," said
frosh
letter writer Eric Most. "I'm fine
with my view, but some people might have
been worried. It could have been handled
better."
"At first some people were nervous, but
once they realized the things they wrote were
their honest feelings, they weren't as upset,"
said another letter writer.

We pay cash for your
used textbooks
every day !
Come see us!

The Iron Horse
Bookstore

10 Ra ilroad Sq., Waterville
iOI
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Milwaukee Best 1/2 Barrel $3 0.97++ [215A COLLEGE AVE|
Busch 1/4 Barrel

$18.9 7 + +

Busch 1/2 Barrel

$3 6 , 17 + +

We now carry Busch
Light Draft & Keystone
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Mon-Th 7am-9pm

Sim 12pm-7pm

"TAKE A BREAK"
Come t o Camden , ME.

Enjoy the quiet ,
romantic elegance of

Windward House
Bed & Breakfast

Th e perfec t get away j ust a
'few short steps from the
harbor and village shops.

Specia l re duced ra t es
d uring Marc h & A pr il !
Call 1-236-9656
for reservations.

Jon & Mary Davis
Innkeepers
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Call Us!

Waterville

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:
Hours : Open
forAM
lunch
11

AM-1
Sun.-Thurs.
11 AM-2AM Fri. & Sat.
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Present this coupon to
receive a 16" one-item
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cans of Coca-Cola®
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The Echo presents...
The Official Tom Hanrahan
Dartboard
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SCOREBOARD
MEN'S BASEBALL: 9-8
Colby 4
Apr. 2G U. Maine 14
Plymouth State 2, 1
Apr. 21 Colby 8, 0
Bates 3
Apr. 24 Colby 4
Next: Apr. 27 at Tufts...3 p.m.
Apr. 28 atWilliams (2)...12 noon
May 1 vs. St. Joseph's...3 p.iri.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: 1-8
"'
!
Colby 1
Apr. 19 Thomas 5
Colby 0
Apr. 23 Bowdoin 1
Next: Apr. 27 at Tufts...3 p.m.
Apr. 28 at Gordon...1 p.m.
May 1 at Salem State...2 p.m.
May 3 at Bowdoin...3:30
MEN'S LACROSSE: 8-2
Apr. 19 Colby 11... Plymouth State 6
Tufts 9
Apr. 21 Colby 22
Apr. 25 vs. Bates...3:30
Next: Apr. 28 at Babson...! p.m .
May 1 at Merrimack.. .3:30 •
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: 5-2
Wellesley 9 (3 OT)
Apr. 20 Colby 10
Colby 7
Apr. 21 Tufts 8
Apr. 23 Colby 11 ...Bowdoin 9
Apr. 25 vs. Bates...3:30
Next: Apr. 28 at Bridgewater State...2 p.m.
Apr. 30 vs. Plymouth State,..3 p.m.
MEN'S TRACK:
Apr. 21 State of Maine Invitational at Colby -1. U
Maine 2. Bowdoin 3. Colby 4. Bates
Next: Apr. 28 NESCAC'sat Tufts..,10 a.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK:
Apr. 21 Pine Tree Classic at Bowdoin - finished
2nd of 7 teams
Next: Apr. 28 NESCAC's at Tufts
May 1 Maine Invitational at Colb y
MEN'S TENNIS: 7-3
USM 3
Apr. 21 Colby 6
Apr. 25 at Salem State...3 p.m.
Next: Apr. 27-28 NESCAC at Williams...5 p.m.
May 2 vs. U Maine...3 p.m.
GOLF:
Apr. 22-24 New Englarids at New Seabury
Next: Apr. 28-29 NESCAC Tournament at
Middlebury
May 1 CBB Championships...12 noon

Tennis
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tliis is a rebuild ing year/' said Vcilleux, although the team's record is respectable and
nearly the same as last year's was at this point
in the season.
"Considering that we lost all those
people last year, I think that we're doing
OK," said Wolman. He attributes the team's
success in some of their tighter matches this
year to the helpful insight of the coach.
With the number one singles player
hcinga junior, tlio number two singles player,
Mark Longsjo, b ei ng a soph omor e, and the

first doubles combination consisting of Wolman and first year student Ed Ramirez, the
team is obviously young wi th great potential
for next ycar.Q

Baseball

Golf Team Building
For The Future
By Steven Graber
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Despitetheloss,theteammustlookahead.
With up and corning players such as
sophomore Bill Higgins, who helped Colby
The golf team, led by head coach Sid Parr, to the championshiplastyear,and sophomore
won its first tournament of the season on Derek Bettencourt, who shows considerable
Friday,the 13th of April, in a match against promise,the team has a good,youngnucleus.
Bates. Senior captain BJ. E"vans, one of the They are trie future.
premier players on the circuit, shot a 75 to
The present rests in the hands of juniors
lead the entire field. No one else brolce 80.
Jeff Hartwell, Clint Williams, Mike Freret.
Evans has since been dismissed f rom the The team played in the New England meet at
team due to the recent fraternity decision. New Seabury, Massachusetts last weekend,
The team will cert ainly miss him; he led them finishing 29th out of a field of 33 teams. The
to the State of Maine Championships last State of Maine Championship looks out of
year, shooting a 72 in the match.
reach, at least for this year.Q

For something slightly new
and different , this week' s
cherished prize does not go to a
varsity athlete, but to a player of
one of Colby student's favorite
pastimes - beer die.

Senior Randy "the Siren" Yarlas put together one of the hottest nights of die in recent
history last Friday,hitting ten plunks on the ni ght, and plunking on consecutive tosses on
two separate occasions,all within a two hour period. Those on the other end of the table
were certainly familiar with the word devastation...
Although somewhat out of the ordinary, the E cho sports staff feels this to be a
performance worthy of recognition, in a game that combines coordination, strategy, and
endurance. Congratulations to Rand y, who has now joined the ranks of the elite crew to
"bear the tag of Devastator of the Week.Q

,. .j . . ,
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Lost: Three front teeth.
Last seen on floor of Bob ' s disco.
Please return to John Grim as
in Champlin 211 or
call me at .1-800-2 left feet.
(I ' m sick of Jello!)

Continued From Page 16
continue, post-season play is a definite
possibility.
• "They have recovered well from losing
t eamma t esan d are p layinggood ,compctitive
baseball/' said DeLorenzo. . "I hope that this
team can continue to enjoy the games, play Sophomore J ohn Rimas,notorious practica l joker,got a taste of his own medlcjnc this week when
well and challenge for an ECAC tournament friends posted these p ictures around campus. Rimas lost three teeth in a fall last weekend and has
berth." Q
been on a steady diet cf jello since,.'

For
Pose
Woodsmen
The Critical Point
Sports Illustrated At Meet
By Mike Eash

CONTRIBUTING WRITER and

Steven Graber

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

p hoto by Robyn Closer
Colby 's man on the heat seatj, Head Football Coach
TomAustin,says thefootball team will be comp etitive
next year. Take that Tom Hanrahan.

By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR
I happened to pick up a copy of the Morning Sentinel the other day,
and as usual turned to the sports page,that being the only section of any
remote value in that particular paper. I noticed that the byline (and face)
of Tom Hanrahan,the Sentinel's answer to Mike Barnicle, had invaded
the space I usually enjoy so much,
His column "Tom Hanrahan on sports,"in which he discussed the
recent LCA decision, was nothing more than an uninformed barrage of
insults directed at the Colby football team, athletic department,
administration, faculty and student body.
You see,Hanrahan is one of these guys who writes "of f the cuff,"and
will say anything to get a reaction, with no regard for the facts of a
situation or who he hurts in the process.
While I've always been taught not to sink to a slimebag's level, and
that two wrong's don't make a right, I'd like just for a minute to give al'
Tom's style a try.
Tom Hanrahan is a j erk.
Since addressing every point he makes would take far too much time
and space, let rrfe just say that Hanrahan has managed to take what is
already a lousy situation for everyone involved and point out every
conceivable negative aspect of it, lashing out at anyone he can get his
claws on. There's a theory that those who mock others do so as a result
of their own insecurities...
Hanrahan says that Colby football "will be hard-pressed to win a
single game next season." Colby football coach Tom Austin disagrees,
maintaining that ""the team will bo competitive ,"
While I can't share in Austin's optimism, I do admire his ability to
sustain a positive attitude in the face of the collapse of what he has
worked so hard to build over the past few years.
Whether or not Colby will have a good football team next year is
hardly the important issue hero anyway.
The whole situation leaves me feeling sick. I'm not saying that the
administration made a bad decision. For years the fraternities have
thumbed their noses at the administration , making them look like fools.
Some sort of action had to be taken to make the reality of the fraternity
system consistent with college policy.
The college has shown courage in their decision, and a genuine
concern to preserve the integrity of the college,for now and in the future.
I doubt that many administrators felt good about suspending mass
numbers from school, but drastic action was necessary. They should "be
commended ,, not ridiculed as Hanrahan has done, for placing the
preservation of the integrity of the school over a winning football
p rogram. But, I'mafraid thatall this talkof integrity will leave Hanrahan
confused .
Still , 1 can 't help but feel for my peers who have been affected by all

trite,These guys arc students just like the rest of us,who along with their
friends and families arefaccd with an incredibly difficult and emotional
situation.
There's also the question of tho other toams affected by this besides
football, and the fairness of all this to those athletes who* were not
involved With fraternities. Again, it's a difficult situation whore a'short
term cost had to bo incurred to make changes in the long run,
There can bo no clear cut answer to all of this. "It's a conundrum,"
saysathloticdircctorPickWhitmoro (lookitup,Idid).What 'sim porignt
Js tha t "\ve come together as a community in. all of this, support the
administration in its decision, and .sympathizewith those who have to
.,.„• .,..
bear tho brunt of it. „..„„..„..,.„,.,
.
As
forTom
lrlanrahan,hocan
takc hi&nogativcattitudcs ,insults,and
.
twisted misinformation and go to hell. Contrary to his view, Colby is a
"real school." He says he would choose Michigan State over Colby, I've
got news for you Tom, Vou would neverhave tho choice. W<J wouldn't
tako you.Q
(

The Woodsmen team travelled
to the University of Maine at Orono
last weekend to compete in the 44th
annual woodsmen's spring meet,.
The outing consisted of 28 teams
fro m New England, Canada, and
New York. Sports Illustrated was
on hand too, taking pictures and
taking names.
The Colby team had three
divisions: the men's A team (six
members), the men's B team (three
members), and the women's team
(seven members).
The men's A team placed ninth,
the B team finished 15th, and the
women's team has not yet learned
of their finishing spot due to a
judge's error.
On Friday, the club competed in
several team events, and walked
away with a second place finish in
the mystery relay (consisting of a
pole climb,checker sets,the human
skidder, nail hammering, axe
throwing, and the pulp toss).
The individual events were held
on Saturday. Senior Tracy Elmeer
placed second in orienteering. The
triples events were speed chopping

Some Colby Woodsman compete on t he splitting event.

(senior Thad Gemski, Rud y
Penczer, and frosh Mike Eash
finished fourth), and splitti ng
(sophomore Dan Belvin,frosh. Matt
Bel sen, and frosh Matt Kearns
finished third).
The team has done well due to

hard work and dedication, despite
a low budget and having to use
equipment that is sometimes
antiquated. Led by seniors Penczer
and "Gemski, the team has several
frosh competitors who have already
taken first place finishes this season.

Super Swede - consists of one
person cutting six cookies (the
CONTRIBUTING WRITER and
pieces of the log that fall off after
Steven Grabei
being cut) with a how saw.
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Chain Throw-person must coil
and then uncoil a surveyors chain,
What Does A Woodsmen 's and they are judged based upon
neatness and time.
Team Member Do?
Choker Set - person must
What goes on across the street
from Roberts,where the Woodsmen tighten a chain around a log and
do what they do? Here is just a then run the length of it without
falling off.
sample.
The Human Skidder - is a
Orienteering -thecompetitor is person dragging a log for a certain
given compass directions and distance.
distances. They must then pace out
Singles Buck - consists of one
a path based on these, and the most person using a two-man cross cut
saw by his or herself.
accurate person wins.

Pole Felling - one competitor
chops half way through a vertical
pole and then the other person
finishes the chop on the other side
of the pole. They try to make the
pole fall so that it hits a stake set in
the ground.
Cross Cut To Death - is just that,
two people must cut nine cookies
with the saw.
Splitting - each of three people
are given a piece of wood with a
small dot in the center. They must
split it into four full length pieces
with a part of the dot remaining on
each piece.
And you thought they just
stacked wood...

A Woodsmen's Dictionary
By Mike Eash

If theseguyscan 't "crosscut to death," who can?

Women s Lax Winning Big
By Hal Paul

STAFF WRITER
Going into the 1990 campaign,
the Colby women's lacrosse team
was primed for another successful
season. And, so far,so good.
With more than half of the
season alreadygone,the teamholds
a respectable 5-2 record.
The squad is exciting to watch,
fueled by an assortment of players
that are accomplished at the art of
team work and intent on finishing
the season strong.
With games against Bates,
Bridgewater State, and Plymouth
State remaining on the schedule,
the going will not be easy. But, if
recent performances are any
indication of this team's capability,
an invitation to the ECAC playoffs
and a run at the championship is
looking more and more possible.
"This team has what it takes to
go all the way, but nothing will nor
canbetaken forgranted," said Head
Coach Deb Pluck.
The team began the season in
grand fashion, sweeping their
spring break games with wins over
Bryn Mawr and Dickinson.
Returning to Colby they defeated
Wheaton College but lost,
unexpectedly, to Connecticut
College.
"The game against Conn College
will haunt us. We did not play up to
curability. Wehavehighstandards,
and are intent on learning from our
losses. You can only control that
which you do on the field," said
Pluck.

Tenni s
Looking
Good

Invading Colby last weekend
were Wellesley College and Tufts
University, two nationally ranked
Division III teams with a combined
record of 17-1. In one of the most
electrifying and heart-endangering
games to be played on campus this
year.SueKrolicki'93scored in triple
overtime against Wellesleyto clinch
the victory f or the Lady Mules.
On Saturday, the team came
within a controversial ruling in the
final minutes by the referees from
defeating Tufts. With the score 8-7
in favor of Tufts, the referees
disallowed the tying goal, scored
by senior Liz LeRoy with 20 seconds
remaining, because her stick was
found to be illegally strung.
The Lady Mules traveled to
Bowdoin on Monday and left with
an 11-9 victory.
Senior Jen Lally has been a
consistent scorer and playrnakerfor
the team this year. A two time AllNew England selection and
Regional All-American last year,
she capped the one hundred goal
scoring mark for her career on
Saturday, becoming only the third
player to do so. Junior Margaret
Mauran
has been equally
impressive; she is only three goals
shy of achieving the same mark in
only her third season.
Goalie Kay Cowperthwait '91
has made 57 saves in the last three
games,and has "been a steady force
allyear in goal," accordingto Pluck.
Jodi Brown '90, Liz LeRoy, and Liz
Frado '92 have also contributed to
the team 's recent victories. But, as
Pluck makes clear, "a victory is in
the end a team effort."

By Dave Weissman
- - • SPORTSEDITOR

Colby has two nationally ranked croquet p layers

competitive on the tour,with Overly
placing 19th and 21st individually
at one point.
While you mi ght not hesitate to
When Overly was active in the
jump into a three on three pick-up USCA (United States Croquet
game or retrieve that stray frisbee Association), he and his partner,
and toss it back to its owners, don't now a sophomore at UCLA, were
By Karen. Lip'man
even think about grabbing your the youngest on the tour by ten
STAfrff
WRITER
mallotandjoining
ChrisOverlyand years. "It was a lotof fun. I've really
j
' ' ' '
'
' ¦' ¦ '
:
"
'"
•
i
Drew O'Brien in a friendly game of enjoyed getting to know the people
<
Aftor losing to the Univer* croquet, They'd kick your butt.
on the circuit better."
i sity of Southern. Maine last weekThe junior duo won the Croquet
In 1987, although playing the
end, the mon '$ totmfe team posts Doubles ChampionshipinaCollege best croquet of his career, Overly
a record o( 9-3, including the . Tournament held at Lennox, was unable to compete in the
watches played owsplngbreak, Massachusetts last weekend. nationalsbecausehe was attending
Holding the team 's best
Overly also placed third in the Colby. He feels that he and his
singles
competition.
The partn er, who won the West
i personal record this season, and
ranked SOth in tho nation among
tournament included competition Rcgionals, would have had a good
Division in Colleges is number
from Colby, Smith, Br own an d chance to win the national doubles
<?nosj r>glo/>playfir)un»orJo$b Wo^ Amherst,
championship.
Overly has been playi ng croquet
Since coming to Colby, his
| man.
for seven years now, an d has been practice time has been limited.
"Josh has a real good shot
at winning states and h.as a good
competitive on a national level.
It s almost impossible to
bolng$not at
$acdod high in
"I started playing when a friend practice. The nearest court is in
N ESCAC's/ and faring well
of mine picked it up from his Massachusett s, and it's difficult to
find time to practice," said Overly,
thoro/' salff coach Part V$ltettx> ' gran d fa t her," he said. .
"
,
Overly
his
friend
went
on
w
h os o gam e has "gone d own
and
looking ahead, the moV^'re
:
be
cons
i dera bly " si nce h e's been at
hop ing to perforin well at | over the next several years to
NESCAC s tW* weekend at Wil* ranke d as h igh as f i f t h a t the Colby.
Usual ly, Overly and O'Brien
nationals.
)iamsC0tlcge.o.ndK> poftHbty win
compete
in college tournaments
Overly
practiced
six
hours
a
d
ay
iho Maine Stato Championship
¦
before coming to Colby . He and his without practice. At a match at
touMamGnt ori May &h.
"Havtog lost ftyo seniors, par t ner , both from Seattle , Lennox , Overly f i n i she d a
Wash ing to n , were among the most "disappointing " third , It was his
Tennis Continued On Page? '14
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p hoto by Robyn Gla ser

The women '$ locrosse team celebrates their tri p le overtime victory against
Wellesley.
Because the players have arsenal.
The team "works really hard, is
become comfortable with Pluck's
system of lacrosse this year, the together both on and off the field ,
ability to vary agarneplan has been something they take pride in, and
an option in every game and has. loves the big game more than
consequently improved the team's anything," said PluckO

Stick It Throu gh The Wicket
By Greg Greco
STAFF WRITER

Baseball
f olding
Its Own

first loss in a college tournament.
Earlier this year, Overly won the
singles and finished second in the
doubles at the Halloween
Tournament at Lennox.
Overly picked O'Brien up as a
partner during the spring ofl988.
O'Brien,who was new to the game,
has done considerably well
considering his lack of experience
and practice. "Drew has a chance to
be really good. With practice, he
could be great."
Overrly and O'Brien plan to
compete in two tournaments next
year,an d Overlyp lansor becoming
more serious next year after
graduation.
"I plan on practicing a lot once I
graduate and on becoming more
involved with the USCA again."
Although croquet is becoming a
money spor t, Overly doesn't plan
on supporting himself with the
game.
As for the croquet frequently
being played on fraternity row, "it's
a different game,"says Overly. The
area to hit the ball through is much
smaller in collogo competition.
"Competitive croquet is
much more complicated. The area
to try hit tho balls through is only 1/
16 of an inch thick on each sido/'Q

While the recent LCA
punishments have promptedlots;
of "doom and gloom predictions
about next year's football season,
if -this spring's baseball team is
anyindication of how the football
team will respond Colby fans
need not worry.Thebaseball team
is winning.
Coach Gene DeLorenzo's
baseball team has been hit as hard
by the decision as any team on
campus, having lost seven of nine
starters,including one of the team
captains.
.-*
'They were part of our original
22 players and,naturally,we miss
them," said DeLorenzo in a
written response to Echo
questions.
"The loss will definitely affect
us against the better teams, but
we still have a competitive team,"
said rookie shortstop Kevin
Darling, who now finds himself
thrust into a starting role.
Competitive seems to be a
more than accurate description of
how the team has played; the
LCA-lcss Mules have won three
of their last five games,including
an 8-2 victory over a powerful
Plymouth State team last
Saturday. That game was the first
half of a doubleheader which saw
Colby drop a tough 1-0 decision
in the second game.
Th e team's record now stands
at 9-8, the most recent victory
coming in a 4-3 win over CBB
rival Bates on Tuesday.That win,
coup led with last week's 8-2
vict ory over Bowdoin , puts the
Mules a leg up in the race for the
*
CBB title.
+
"We've proven to oursclves
tha t wc canplay/' said senior Tom
Powers of the team 's recent
performance. He has done his
share; Power s h it a gr an d slam
with the score tied at two in the
victory over Plymouth State.
Offensively, the team has lost
some quality bats,with six pla ycrs
hitting well over .300 out of the
lineup. Of those remaining, the

team, is lod by senior David
Batcheldcr With a .377 average,
two homcruns and 16RBl's.Other
ma jot contributors include junior
Todd "Eggo" O'Connor (.378, 1,
9) and Powers (.273,2,15) ,
On. defense, "having Todd
O'Connor any where in the 1j ncup
is a plus/' said Dctorcnzo, Ho
also citcd'th c play of senior Chad
Whi taker at second base, as well
as rpokies Darling at short and
Chris Bayncs in center,
While the going has boon
tough for this team, thoy- have
withstood the prOssuro. It thoy
Baseball , Continued On Page
U
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